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Master of Ceremonies - Michael Power


DIRECTOR'S NOTES

It is always a thrill and a privilege to present the accomplishments of our young performers. We can appreciate the dramatic growth in their talent: we watch them arrive in first year with little training and a lot of hopes and ambition; and see them now, dancing and singing as a solo act, full of professional confidence and the realization that their dreams are coming true through hard work and drive.

Join us, the faculty and staff, in celebration of their significant accomplishments and in support for their future success.

Rod Maxwell
Artistic Director
Theatre Sheridan
Act 1

Jazz, Jazz, Jazz ................................................................. Full Company

In the Air Tonight .............................. Ben Birchard with Timothy Clarke

Dance ......................... Julia Juhas with Jordan L'abbe & Stewart McKensy

Crazy ................................... Katie Doyle with Michael Peddle, Erin Lasky,
Timothy Clarke, Dana Parsons, Lisa Lennox, Adam Bolton,
Sean Hauk, Craig Fair & Victoria Nestorowicz

Faith ....................................... Lucas Mercier with Matthew Campbell,
Ben Birchard & Rachel Fischer

Come What May ......................... Michael Peddle with Lisa Sonshine

Toy Yoda ................................... Victoria Nestorowicz and Brock Burford

Shadow Boxer .......................... Tim Clarke with Dana Parsons,
Jennifer Prusky & Craig Fair

Walking on Broken Glass................. Nicole Poynter with Dana Parsons
& Katie Doyle

Dance ............................. Lisa Lennox with Holly Merritt, Virginia Cowan,
Matthew Campbell, Sean Hauk, Timothy Clarke,
Michele Kaye and Lucas Mercier

At Seventeen ........................................ Rachel Fischer

Dance ..................................... Craig Fair with Adam Bolton, Lisa Messina,
Timothy Clarke, Lisa Lennon & Katie Doyle

This is the Moment ............................................ Sean Hauk
Act 2

One More Time ........................................................ Full Company

Bigger is Better ....... Kraig-Paul Proulx with Dana Parsons, Katie Doyle, Heather McGuigan, Sophie Hunter, Nicole Poynter & Kate Campbell

Dance .......................... Lora Cotter with Sean Hauk, Julie Burns

Little Bird .. Erin Lasky with Victoria Nestorowicz, Dana Parsons, Nicole Poynter & Katie Doyle

Loom .................................. Jennifer Prusky and Matthew Irvine

Jackee Wilson Said ...................... James Bradley with Lisa Lennox, Sophie Hunter, Julia Juhas, Katie Doyle & Victoria Nestorowicz

Dance.................................. Kate Campbell with Jory Rossiter

Gulf War Song .................. Matt Campbell with Craig Fair, Matt Irvine & Ben Birchard

Slow Motion Land .............. Lisa Messina with Adam Bolton, Matthew Campbell, Michael Peddle, Michael Power, Katie Doyle, Victoria Nestorowicz, Sophie Hunter & Julia Juhas

Not Here With You..................... Dana Parsons

She Bangs ............. Adam Bolton, Heather McGuigan, Julia Juhas, Veronica Bachiu, Katie Doyle, Sean Hauk, Craig Fair, Lisa Messina and Sophie Hunter

Born to Live......................................................... Company

Bye Bye Baby ........................................................ Full Company
TECHNICAL CREW

Assistant to the Technical Director .......................................................... Brandon Kull
Production Assistant .............................................................................. Brett Davidson
Stage Manager .............................................................................................. David Deeks
Assistant Stage Manager .................................................................. Andrew Deuxberry
Live Mix .................................................................................................. Amanda Wilson
Lighting Board Operator .................................................................... Lindsay Sapinsky
Production Audio ............................................................................................ Dan Perez
Audio Operator ...................................................................................... Brett Davidson
Deck Audio ......................................................................... Steven McCoy, Sarah Wakon
Crew Chief .................................................................................................. Gill Johnson
Stage Crew ........................................ Paul Emerson, Jeffrey Chappell, Michael Muncie
Followspots .................................................................. Tiernan McCann, Kristina Borg
Dresser .......................................................................... Jennifer Belliveau, Laura Gross
Head of Carpentry ...................................................................................... Gill Johnson
Carpentry Crew .................................................................. Matt Horne, Ryan Mitchell, Kristina Borg,
                                 Jeffrey Chappell, Michael Muncie
Head of Wardrobe ...................................................................................... Jennifer Belliveau
Wardrobe Crew ........................................ Patti Neice, Lexie Adamczak, Lindsey Bates
                                 Jonathan Cummings, Laura Gross
Properties Crew ................................................................. Nicole Poirier, Todd Hoselton, Eric Ball
                                 Ian Gruszczynski, Chloe Sanders
Head of Paint ............................................................................................ Karen Beames
Paint Crew ................................................................. Paul Emerson, Simon Cockman, Sarah Wakon
Head of Electrics ............................................................................................ Sean Lucey
Electrical Crew .................................................................... Lindsay Sapinsky, Melanie Thivierge,
                                 Tiernan McCann, Steven McCoy
TECHNICAL STAFF

Head of Props ................................................................. Lisa B-Ryder
Props Builder ............................................................... Kris Kischer
Wardrobe Cutter ........................................................... Barbara Rowe
Stitcher ........................................................................ Angela VanderVeen
Guest Scenic Painter ...................................................... David Rayfield

We welcome the following new members of Friends of Theatre Sheridan

Starring Roles $250 - $499 ............................................ Nolia & Raymond Jackson
Leading Roles $100 - $249 ................................................ Christina & David James
Supporting Roles $50 - 99 ................................................ Judi & Steve Schudlo
Ensemble Roles $25 - 49 ................................................ Patricia Wood

Please Note: This Revue has been created from student-developed work and contains mature themes and language.